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Short CPD Courses for Trained
Kinesiologists
To book a course, call us, email us, or book online

Click here if you would like to receive our very occasional emails with up to
date course information

ANALOGUE MUSCLE TESTING
Course ID: 74
Prerequisite: Minimum level - Foundation Level / Touch for Health / Balanced Health
Developed by the late Alan Sales, this system of muscle testing determines the ultimate treatment
for your clients.
“I have been using analogue muscle testing for the last 11 years and consider it the most exciting
development we’ve had in kinesiology for a number of years. This is so powerful all our practitioner – level
students since 2005 have used analogue testing” Terry Larder

Testing muscle response gives us a binary feedback (it’s either on or off). Not any more….
Learn how you can pick up and address so much more using analogue testing.
Simple to learn yet very effective - don’t miss this new dimension to add to your skills and
you will achieve even deeper corrections for your clients.
You will learn:
➢ How to muscle test in analogue mode which reveals more imbalances than ever
before
➢ How to identify the best healing procedure from your ‘toolbox’
➢ How to load all the information the body wants to use without the tedious need to
stack
➢ If you wish to stack, using analogue testing is much easier than in binary where you
are coping with multiple changes of indicator
A recent course participant, very experienced in kinesiology, emailed us saying “This course has totally
changed the way I work”. Another said “I’m astounded at how much quicker I can get to the root of a
person’s problem and how much more I can get done during the appointment. My results with clients are
better than ever!”

Venue: CKI Leicester
Duration: 1 day
Next Course: Saturday 21st October 2017

Cost: £125

DEEP LEVEL CHAKRA BALANCING
Course ID: 75

Prerequisite: Minimum level - intermediate kinesiology

This practical down to earth course gives a new dimension to an esoteric subject. Terry
Larder examines the relationship of the chakras to the physiology of the body. She will show
you how treating the acupuncture system - the distributors of energy - will fine tune these
highly important ‘transponders’ of energy to affect in a remarkable way the body, mind and
spirit.
Using this non-invasive treatment:
➢ You will experience stunning results you’re your patients
➢ Be able to relieve pain and discomfort in any area of the body
➢ Relax tight muscles and joints and move bones without force
➢ As the chakras are greatly affected by stress, you will be able to diffuse
even severe emotional problems in a simple non- threatening way.
➢ When your usual mode of treatment has no effect, treating the
chakras can remove blocks that prevent healing.

“This is the work of Richard Utt. When I originally trained with him in Sweden, I was very sceptical
about chakras – or whether they really existed! The day after I got back I was determined to try this
out in my clinic straight away. With disbelief, I used it on most of my clients that day. On their return
I really was stunned. One man, who was being bullied at work was in a dilemma whether to retire,
came back and said, he’d calmly given in his notice the next day. One gentleman with chronic back
pain reported that it had never been so good despite all the manipulation he’d had done previously.
Since then I’ve used this little system daily in clinic interweaved with the other things I know and
love.” - Terry Larder

Venue: CKI Leicester
Duration: 3 days
Dates: Friday 27th – Sunday 29th October 2017 Cost: £345 including equipment

LATERAL THINKING SKILLS FOR
THE KINESIOLOGIST
Course ID: 77
Prerequisite: Kinesiology at certificate level and above

This one-day CPD course will suit:
•
•
•

Those who feel there could be knowledge gaps in physiology, nutrition and
naturopathy.
Anyone who would like to gain more knowledge in how to nail down underlying
health problems and need some different solutions in how to achieve this.
Newly qualified kinesiologists

This fascinating day course will be a mixture of:
•
•
•

Applying lateral thinking about a case by looking at the physiology and tracking down
possible underlying causes of specific common illnesses.
Kinesiology techniques and strategies to address these issues
Clinical pearls that make a difference

You will go home buzzing with all sorts of new ideas to try out with your clients!
Venue: CKI Leicester
Duration 1 Day
Date: Saturday 2nd December 2017
Cost: £115

More Courses to look out for in 2018
Polarity Reflex Analysis Nutritional Assessment

3 – day course

To find out more click here

Everything You Ever Wanted to Know About Test 2 – day course
Vials
Click here to find out more about this course

Understanding Disease from the Medical Aspect
Learn more here

To receive our occasional emails
containing a new course schedule click here

2 x 2 - day course

